Mean absolute deviation about mean and median is extended to define "MAD-comoment" similarly analogous to classical central moment notation of covariance. Therefore, the "MAD-comoment" is used to derive the coefficient of determination in LAD regression, to analyze total sum of absolute into the pure between sum of absolute and the pure within sum of absolute that provides the exact decomposition of Pietria index of inequality, to develop a new formula for beta coefficient in financial risk analysis that gives less weight at the extreme ends than least squares method for market return and to define MAD-correlation under first moment assumption.
1
Introduction Mean absolute deviation (MAD) offers a direct and robust measure of the dispersion of a random variable and has many applications in different fields; see, Bassett and Koenker (1978) , Dodge (1987) , Bloomfield and Steigler (1983) , Pham-Gia and Hung (2001) , Gorard (2005) , Habib (2011) and Elamir (2012) . The mean absolute deviation is actually more efficient than standard deviation in life-like situations where small errors will occur in observations and measurements; see, Tukey (1960) and Huber (1981) . The univariate MAD about mean and median is extended to MAD-comoment, similarly analogous to classical central moment notions of covariance. The "MAD-comoment" introduces an easy and simple way to obtain the coefficient of determination in LAD regression, to analyze total sum of absolute into the pure between sum of absolute and the pure within sum of absolute that provides the exact decomposition of Pietra index of inequality, to develop a beta coefficient in financial risk analysis that gives less weights for market return at extreme ends than the least square beta coefficient and to yield correlation coefficient not only coherent with classical correlation, but also valid and meaningful under just first moment assumption. In Section 2 the representation of MAD in terms of covariance is presented. In Section 3 the population MAD-comoment analog to central moment notions and their sample counterparts are introduced. Applications of MAD-comoment to LAD regression for finding the coefficient of determination, partitions total sum of absolute into pure between and within sum of absolute, developing the beta coefficient in financial risk analysis and finding a correlation coefficient based on MAD are studied in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the conclusion.
2
Representation of MAD as a covariance Let be a random sample from a continuous distribution with, density function , quantile function , , cumulative distribution function , mean and median . The population MAD about mean and median is defined as
Habib (2011) and Elamir (2012) used the general dispersion function that defined by Munoz-Perez and Sanchez-Gomez (1990) as 
3.1
Population MAD-comoment Using the covariance representation (5) for MAD, and also by analogy with the central comoment given in (6) at , the MAD-comoment in terms of mean is defined as
Here [ ] 
For positive and and arbitrary and . For , the MAD-comoment reduce to the MAD. On the other hand for and are independent the MAD-comoment takes the value zero.
Sample MAD-comoment
Consider a bivariate data pairs ( . From (7) the direct estimate of MAD-comoment using mean is
From (8) the direct estimate of MAD-comoment using median is
In general [ ] and [ ] are not equal, to obtain equal MAD-comoment, the central MAD-comoment may be used
and
Simiraly ̃ and ̃ can be defined by replacing the sample median rather than sample mean in (13 
where ̅ .
4
Applications of MAD-comoment MAD-comoment has an important property for univariate then
This is called a semi decomposition of MAD-comoment and can be used in obtaining the coefficient of determination in LAD regression.
4.1
Coefficient of determination based on MADcomoment A nature measure in the regression of the effect of in reducing the variation in , i.e., in reducing the uncertainty in predicting , is a measure of determination . For least absolute deviation (LAD) regression | ́ | The coefficient of determination of LAD regression can easily be obtained using MAD-comoment as follows.
Theorem 1
The coefficient of determination in LAD regression using MAD-comoment is ̂
Proof:
Since the actual value in LAD regression can be represented by ̂ By using (15) therefore ̂ This can be rewritten as (17) is the total absolute deviation(TAD), ̂ is the regression absolute deviation (RAD) and is the error absolute deviation (EAD). By dividing both sides by
The non-explained variation based on LAD regression line is (19)
Example
The data set given in Table 1 consists of a logarithmic deflated growth rate ( ) of a Finish company, a time variable ( ), and a measure of the cyclical fluctuation in the aggregated funds from operations in logarithmic terms ( ); see, Pynnonen and Salmi (1994) . The LAD regression is computed using package "quantreg" in R-sofware and using MAD about median. Note that Pynnonen and Salmi (1994) 
̅ is the deviation of individuals around the grouped mean. By squaring and taking the summation over both and then
That is known as the partitions the total sum of squares, in other words, the total sum of squares (SST) is equal to the between sum of squares (SSB) plus the within sum of square (SSW), therefore
The absolute value could be used rather than the square to give us | ̅| | ̅ ̅| | ̅ | By taking the summation over both and then
The total sum of absolute ( ∑ ∑ | ̅ | ) is less than or equal to the between sum of absolute ( ∑ ∑ | ̅ ̅ | ) plus the within sum of
This can be re-written as where is the residuals and it could be separated to pure within-groups residuals and pure between-groups residuals and added to each term to obtain perfect MAD partitions This is shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 2
The MAD partitions about mean into the pure between sum of absolute and the pure within sum of absolute are
where
̅| is the pure between sum of absolute and | ̅ | is the pure within sum of absolute, i.e.
Proof:
Using the covariance representation of the mean absolute deviation about mean given in (5), the partitions can be written as The MAD partitions about median can be shown in the same manner as MAD partitions about mean in the following theorem.
Theorem 3
The pure partitions the total sum of absolute about median into the between sum of absolute and the within sum of absolute are
Note that | ̃ ̃| is the pure between sum of absolute about median and | ̃ | is the pure within sum of absolute about median, i.e. Table 3 shows MAD partitions about median for a hypothetical data. Note that , while that overestimate by . On the other hand that is equal to . 
Example:

4.2.1
Exact decomposition of Pietra index The Pietra index in terms of Lorenz curve is the maximum vertical distance between the Lorenz curve, or the cumulative portion of the total income held below a certain income percentile, and the perfect equality Line, that is the 45 degree line of equal incomes. Therefore, the Pietra index is given by Table 4 shows an application of how this decomposition works. It can be started from wage distribution of labor force survey conducted on nonBahraini in 2008. The total Pietra index is that divided to between 0.07 and within 0.35. Also the Pietra index using median is that divided to between 0.04 and within 0.29. This shows that the most contribution to inequality back to within group wages much more than between group wages.
4.3
Beta coefficient In finance, the beta (β) of a stock or portfolio is a number describing the correlated volatility of an asset in relation to the volatility of the benchmark that said asset is being compared to. This benchmark is generally the overall financial market and is often estimated via the use of representative indices, such as the S&P 500. The beta coefficient was born out of linear regression analysis. It is linked to a regression analysis of the returns of a portfolio (such as a stock index) in a specific period versus the returns of an individual asset in a specific year; see, Gardner, McGowan and Moeller (2010) . A Beta coefficient of 1 suggests that the stock carries the same risk as the overall market and will earn market return only. A coefficient below 1 suggests a below average risk and return while a coefficient higher than 1 suggests an above average risk and return. The regression line is then called the security characteristic line (SCL)
is the monthly total return of the stock, is the monthly return of the market and are independent unobservable errors obeying a zero-mean ( , the least square method of is The data used in Table 5 are downloaded from the internet using Yahoo Finance website. The Table shows the return data for S&P500 and Coca-Cola for 14 months. Note that the return is computed using (close value-opening value)/opening value. Table 5 the extreme ends of have less weight using MAD-comoment than using least square method.
MAD-correlation
Using the MAD-comoment representation of MAD in (7) and (8) two MAD correlation coefficients are
This is the ratio of the covariance between and the indicator function of and and its indicator function and
This is the ratio of the covariance between and the indicator function of and and its indicator function. In general, these two measures are asymmetrical and they are necessarily not equal. Two symmetric measures of MAD correlations are defined as
This is the center of two asymmetric measures. Note that these measures are defined under just first moment assumption. For more details about estimation, properties of these measures and comparison with Pearson correlation coefficient; see, Habib (2011) and Elamir (2012) .
5
Conclusion By analogy with the central comoment, the MAD about mean and median is expressed as MADcomoment in terms of covariance between a random variable and its indicator function. There are important applications of MAD-comoment. The semi-decomposition of MAD-comoment gave an easy and simple way to obtain the coefficient of determination in LAD regression. Moreover, the exact decomposition of Pietra index of inequality is obtained by partitions total sum of absolute into the pure http://journals.uob.edu.bh between sum of absolute and the pure within sum of absolute. In financial risk analysis the beta coefficient is expressed in terms of MAD-comoment. The new formula gives less weight for extreme ends than the least square coefficient. Finally, MAD-correlation coefficients are defined under just first moment assumption.
